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I want to bring you to an unusual play space: Jewish texts, and not just the Five Books of Moses, but the 
Talmud (very much the Talmud). In my studies, I consistently come across scholars who say that the 
people who appear in its pages left room for us to join them in trying to understand what the written 
words are saying.  To me, that is an invitation to play. I should mention that the Talmud is the Oral 
Torah, sometimes called “The Torah in the Mouth”1. It originated in an unwritten form that was 
performed in a particular social context. The texts are obscure, requiring interactive study with someone 
else (usually a master teacher) to reveal their meanings and those who are interacting with them can 
come to very different conclusions! Even though they are written, they require dynamic dialogue, using 
emergent rules, to become activated for the individual and for the group. So this feels like play to me, 
exploring what-ifs and crazy questions, poking into where different ideas can take us if we dare to put 
them side by side, and usually engaging in this activity together. The Sages of the Talmud, while 
considering laws and very serious discussions about what it means to be an ideal human being, include 
talk about seven headed monsters in the study house, white horses standing in branches of myrtle in 
dreams, and tiny pigs that have to be smuggled out of Alexandria. These oddities arise because there is 
virtually nothing that cannot be questioned or “played out.” Where was Daniel while his colleagues 
were in the fiery furnace? That’s where the Alexandrian pigs come into the picture. If part of play is 
imagining possibilities, experimenting and taking risks, looking for unusual combinations and enjoying 
others’ explorations, I find it in the Talmud. The Sages had millennia to sharpen and enjoy their play 
skills. Those of us who continue to study these texts have the same opportunity.  
                                                           
1 Jaffee, M. (2001). Torah in the Mouth: Writing and Oral Tradition in Palestinian Judaism, 200 BCE-400 CE. 
New York: Oxford University Press. 
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Play with materials can offer the same joys. If physical objects, and those who control them, allow for a 
variety of possibilities, I can try unusual combinations, create physical (rather than verbal) metaphors, as 
well as discovering humor in odd, surprising, discoveries. I can also share my processes, constructions, 
and conclusions with others, and learn from their experiences. In the case of materials, having a lot of 
time to invest is useful as well. 

However, play with materials, like play in the Talmud, can be revelatory not only of a wealth of 
possibilities, but of self-understanding and core values. Drs. Walter Drew and Marcia L. Nell worked with 
a group of emerging Jewish early childhood education leaders in a program that I direct, providing a 
real-life adult experience of the play process with open-ended materials. In solo play, many became 
aware that we are asking children to know themselves in a more immediate way than we ask of 
ourselves. In cooperative play, we engaged in dialogues about possibilities and took risks with each 
other, learning the patterns of how we interacted. In reflecting on the experience, we talked about how 
perspectives on the “other” affected our work together, and how these perspectives and processes 
were changed as we found our group rhythm. We also spoke about the feeling of peacefulness that 
came from first centering ourselves, and the strong, even spiritual connections we felt with each other 
as we synchronized our play in groups. Many of the members of our community took the play 
experience back to their own programs or to conferences, and spoke of the enthusiasm and joy 
generated in these sessions. 

In this respect, again, play with materials is similar to “play” in the Talmud. In working through 
arguments, messages that are not at all obvious in the somewhat opaque language begin to reveal 
possible meanings. There are lists of personal qualities, interactional values, and communal norms that 
can be derived from its discussions.  

However, like play, it is best to discover them rather than to just read the lists. These are the reasons I 
suggest that we give everyone in Jewish early childhood education the opportunity to play with texts – 
to speak face to face, from one mouth to another – to have the experience of discovering these values, 
and considering what they mean to oneself.However, Jewish life and practice present us with some 
interesting “play problems.” Reflection, interdependence, community, and spirituality are part of our 
culture. This means that these aspects of play can, and should, be explicitly supported in our programs. 
However, we also have many ritual objects that we use in practice. These are not really open-ended 
objects – they have specific roles. We have particular rituals that we perform with them. How does this 
situation factor in with the use of materials for play that allows children (and adults) to engage in open 
experimentation? I imagine that the same is true for any faith/ethnic community: we want members of 
our groups to learn the ways that define us.  

 

Fortunately, humans being what they are, within 
the range of ritual objects in a culture, individuals 
find ways to express their own dialogue with that 
object. But back to the children. Often, in our 
programs we give children materials to “make the 
ritual objects” physically, but what are they 
“making” of them spiritually? How can the objects 



become symbols, representing connections with personal meaning? In other words, is the true play 
experience available to children who are encountering Jewish ritual objects? I think that this is an 
essential question to consider.  

I want to present some possibilities. First, the children need to immerse themselves in the actual cultural 
religious experiences. Adults, rather than directing children in these ritual moments, model in a holistic 
way, talking about how they themselves are getting ready, what they need, what they anticipate, how 
much they enjoy sharing the moments with everyone else, and showing these feelings nonverbally as 
well. We know from studies of creativity that immersion is the first step – let us try to discover what we 
mean by “Jewish immersion” rather than Jewish teaching. They need to know firsthand about the 
elements that are “in play.” Second, the children need access to real ritual objects, not those that have 
been translated into a childish form of plastic or wood. Several of our group members provided “raw 
materials” for children to create what they wanted to use for one of the holidays that happens to 
revolve around a story of queens and kings, palaces and disguises. With this approach, the children 
engaged in producing cultural tools, absorbing the group’s common need for them while contributing 
their own ideas.  But let’s go a step further – do we allow them to co-create that culture? How do we 
provide them with authentic experiences that will in turn allow them to enhance the spirituality of these 
moments with their own contributions? I want to consider both of these questions – how can the 
children engage in and investigate objects that we want to become symbols for them, and what 
materials/ideas might they add to our rituals that will continue to enrich them? This process, too, has 
been part of the long history of the evolution of Judaism. 

As in the Talmud, the questions are intriguing; the answers are probably divergent and even 
contradictory! I look forward to whatever we may find as we continue the dialogue together. Learning, 
in Judaism, is considered to be equal to prayer, to be a spiritual experience. I invite you into the play of 
ideas that allows us, together, to go beyond ourselves, creating deeper meanings for symbols and new 
possibilities for discovering and living our values. Let’s play! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


